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SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS OF FIXED TYPE

IN REGIONS WrrH CORNERS. I1

BY

LEONARD SARASON

Abstract. A class of well-posed boundary value problems for second order

equations in regions with corners and edges is studied. The boundary condition

may involve oblique derivatives, and edge values may enter the graph of the

associated Hilbert space operator. Uniqueness of weak solutions and e?cistence of

strong solutions is shown.

Introduction. In this paper, we study boundary value problems for second order

linear partial differential equations of standard type (elliptic, parabolic, or hyper-

bolic), in regions with corners and edges. Our results also cover first order

two-by-two systems. Only interior corners with angles normalized as 77/2 have been

considered, but much of the theory would appear to extend easily and with

minimal changes to problems with exterior corners. This work originated as an

attempt to understand formulas developed in [5] in the two-dimensional constant

coefficient elliptic case.

In Chapter I, we develop the existence and uniqueness theory for elliptic

problems with variable coefficients. The principal parts of the differential operator

and of the boundary conditions are real. The boundary conditions for the second

order equation are coercive and dissipative, in the sense that they lead to quadratic

a priori estimates. We begin with the basic (Gárding) inequality (Theorem 1.1),

derived by integrations by parts combined with an estimate of the boundary values

of the solution u in terms of the H ' norm of u in the interior Q of the region under

consideration. We are indebted to Stanley Osher for pointing out that Gârding's

inequality is available even with corners. If the boundary conditions involve

oblique derivatives, then an additional integration by parts of the boundary term is

required, leading in general to a quadratic term in the edge values of u. The

signature of this term determines (locally) whether or not u is to be prescribed

along the edge (this effect does not occur in dissipative problems for first order

systems). In §2, we use duality to show the existence of weak solutions (Theorem

2.1). In §3, we consider problems admitting the maximum principle. The existence

of solutions satisfying the maximum principle when the problem is not Dirichlet,

Neumann or Robin, is shown under special assumptions on the boundary condi-

tion (Theorem 3.1). We suppose that the boundary conditions involve oblique
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derivatives. Their tangential component (subtracting off a multiple of the conormal

derivative) determines a vector field. If the domain and vector field are well

approximable in a certain sense by domains with smooth boundaries and smooth

vector fields (this excludes problems for which the edge values of u are assigned),

then the approximating problems and, in the limit, the original problem, have

bounded solutions satisfying the maximum principle when the data are bounded.

In §5, we study the uniqueness of weak solutions, working partly with an associated

first order system (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). In the presence of multidimensional

corners, we depend on the existence of bounded solutions, and this limits the

applicability of our results. The methods of this section do not cover the Neumann

or Robin problem, or mixtures of these. In the case of an edge, this gap is largely

filled by Corollary 10.3 of [5] which asserts the uniqueness of solutions of such

problems in the constant coefficient case (because the problem is elliptic, the result

extends to a large class of variable coefficient bases). §6 extends the above results

to certain equations with complex zero order terms in preparation for studying

evolution equations.

In Chapter II, we extend the results of Chapter I to the parabolic and hyperbolic

cases. In §7, we study parabolic problems via the standard resolvent inequality

(Proposition 7.1). In §§8 and 9, we consider mixed problems for hyperbolic

equations. In §8, we derive a quadratic a priori inequality (Theorem 8.1) using

integrations by parts together with Gronwall's inequality. Because integration by

parts is applied to the form (d,u, Lu)a, the boundary condition will involve the

/-derivative of u (here the t direction is timelike). In §9, we show the existence of

strong solutions for the hyperbolic problems considered (Theorem 9.1).

I. THE ELLIPTIC CASE-EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

1. The set-up: a priori inequality. We shall consider corner problems in a domain

o, = q,n,m = Ri x RM,N > 2, parametrized as

QN.M m [x = (yyZ):y ^Rl,ZE RM).

The differential operator L is a second order scalar operator of the form

N+ M

L=    2   «,«/ +«o. (LI)
7=1

where the a-'s are first order operators:

N+M

«,- =   2   aJk(x)dk + <xj0(x),      j~0,...,N+M,aJ0"0ïîj¥'0.
k=l

Here aJk (k > 0) is in Q2 and a^ is in 61, uniformly in S2 and L is assumed to be

uniformly elliptic:

2(2«,*(*K*)2>*oa)2, ?6fi"+íí,xGfi, (1.2)
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with k0 > 0. We assume that the principal parts of the a¡\j = 1, . . . , N + M, are

orthogonal in the sense that

M

2 0Cj,akl = 0,       j ¥> k, 1 < j, k < N + M, (1.3)a
/#i

and that aQ has positive symmetric part:

N+M

«o + «o = 2«oo -   2   (9,«q/) > Ko > °- (l-3)b
k = \

All the coefficients above are assumed to be real valued. Denote the boundary 3S2

by T, and denote the boundary faces 9Í2 n {x: x¡ = 0},j = 1, . . . , N, by Ty.

With

Lu-f, (1.4)

integration by parts of the form (u, Lu)a leads to the identity

(»J)a = 2 K"ln + 2~(u> («o + «o)M)n

+   2  (". «>t«y")r4 - T 2 (". «o*")rt (1-5)
0<j,k z    A:

satisfied by smooth function u with bounded support. On Tk, set

1

2
£>* = S «,*«, - ^«0A-

We consider three types of boundary condition on each Tk :

(a) a homogeneous Dirichlet condition u = 0,

(b) an inhomogeneous Robin or Neumann condition

Dku = Mx)u - £*(*)» (! 6)

(c) a more general inhomogeneous condition

Dku = 2 ckld,uk + Vku - gk.
l¥-k

Here ^^ and ckl are uniformly in 61.

If case (c) occurs,  we may have to assign data also  along  the  interfaces

r^ = Fj n Tk, as follows. Along Tjk define

1     if cjk + % < 0,

0    if cJk + ckJ > 0,

1     if cjk + ckj > °.

10    ifcjk + ckj <0.

We assume for simplicity that along each r», cJk + ckj is either identically zero or is

bounded away from zero, and supplement (1.6) with the 'edge' condition

(d)    tjkicjk + ckj)ujk = hjk on Tjk    where uJk =u\rJk. (1.6)
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Here hJk = 0 if a homogeneous Dirichlet condition is prescribed either on Tj or on

Tk. Define

r = U r„  r - { U r*: eJk > o},  r- = { U rJk: ßjk > o}.

Let us consider the effect on the boundary terms along Tk of substituting (1.6) in

(1.5). In case (a) they are eliminated; in case (b), they are replaced by

(u, ^k(x)u)Tt - (u, gk)Tk, (1.7)

and in case (c), they are replaced by the sum of (1.7) and

'E (u, ckld!U)Tk. (1.8)
l¥-k

Integration by parts shows that (1.8) equals

-t2 (ck,u, w)r„ - ~(u, (d,ck,)u)Tii. (1.9)
z l^k ¿

Thus with ukl = u\T , uk = u\r , and with the interior terms on the right-hand side

of (1.5) denoted by <w, «>,, we get

(",/) + 2 (ukgk)rk = <«, ">i + 2 ( uk> Uk - 2 2 (9/c/y)]"*)

— ~j   2  (Ukl> CklUkl)Tkl>
L  k^l

which we rewrite as

(u,f) + (u, g)r + (u, h)r. = (u, u)x + (u, <¡>u)r - \(u, (ckl + c,k)u)r,     (1.10)

where h — hkl on Tkl n L". Set <b\r  = <j>k.

We want the right-hand side of (1.14) to be nonnegative with at least some

interior positivity. In particular, suppose

<«, w>, > ||V«||q + K\\u\\a,      K > 0, (1.11)

where K may be large. If <j>k > 0, k = 1, . . . , N, then the right-hand side of (1.10)

is positive definite and (1.15) below follows. If <j>k is not nonnegative, we set

Pk = sup \(4>k)_ (x)\,
x£Tk

and argue as follows. Suppose, as can always be done if K is sufficiently large, say,

K > K0, that we can find ^ > 0, Mk > 0, k - 1,.. ., N, 0 < 9} < 1, j - 1, 2,

such that 0XK = K0 and

2 Pk Mk < K0,   sup Mk~ \ <e2. (1.12)

Using the estimate

IKIIr* < 2||u||n ||9*w||a < A**|| w||a + M*_'||9*M|ln> 0-'3)

we deduce from (1.10),

(«,/) + (u, g)r + (u, h)r. > (1 - 02)||VW||n + (1 - ex)K\\u^

+ ô(w»|% + %t«)r> O-14)
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and another application of (1.13)  together with  Schwarz'  inequality and  the

estimate \\u\\r. < c||A|| yields the a priori estimate

||VM||2a +(K- 1)||«||B +||«||2r +||M||2r < Cx(\\jf_m) +||g||r + \\hfr\ (1-15)

where || || _, is the norm in H ' '(£2), the space dual to H '(ß) with norm

llMlli = (llMf + !IVmII2)' 2>     ll"ll-i = sup ("'ü)-
Wli-l

Note that if <¡>k > 0, k = 1, . . . , A, then (1.12) can be satisfied, and hence an

estimate of the form (1.15) holds with K — 1 replaced by K, for all K > 0. Finally,

if g = h = 0, then we may deduce directly from (1.14) the inequality

Ha<(tf-tf0)||yi|. (1.16)

The a priori inequalities (1.15), (1.16) are valid with any mixture of boundary

conditions on the various iys as described above, under the convention that a

homogeneous Dirichlet condition on Tk corresponds to gk = 0. Thus we have

Theorem 1.1. Under hypotheses (1.2), (1.3), (1.11), and (1.12), solutions u E ££(0)

of the boundary value problem (1.4), (1.6) satisfy (1.15) and (1.16).

Corollary 1.1. The conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is valid if we assume that

u E H2(ü) rather than 6£(ß).

2. Adjoint operator and existence of weak solutions. In order to compute adjoints,

we must define an operator £ in a Hubert space setting, corresponding to the

boundary value problem (1.4), (1.6). On Tk, define

Bu = -Dku + 2 ckld,u - <f'ku,        k = 1, . . . , A,
lj*k

and on T" n TJk, define

B"u = - (<> + %)",*•

Denote by T_  the subset of T on which the Dirichlet boundary condition is

assigned, and set T+ = rXT_. Let //}(ß) be the closure in //'(ß) of the set of

smooth functions with bounded support and which vanish in a neighborhood of

r_, and define Hubert spaces

% = tf i(ß) X L2(r + ) X L2(V),

3C*- //-'(ß)x L2(r+) x L2(r"),

where H~' is the L2-dual (anti-dual) of H\.

The operator Eq, mapping the dense subset of % generated by functions

u E 6^(ß) n Hi into DC*, is defined as

£(,: (u, uT, ur) -» (Lu\a, Bu, B"u). (2.1)

With L* the formal adjoint of L, integration by parts leads to the identity

(Lu, v)a + (Bu, v)r + (B"u, o)r

= (u, L*v)a + (u, B*v) + (u, B'*v)Ti,       v E £*(ß) n H¡, (2.2)
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with

B*v\rknr. - -Dkv - £ *j(ckjv) + (% - aok)v,
j

B'*v\vkl = (ckl + clk)v. (2.3)

Thus with U = (u, uT, Mr.), V = (v, vrvT~), and

£0* V = (L*o\a, B*v\r, B'*v\r),       v E fíg(Q) n H2+, (2.4)

we have

(Cot/, K) -(í/.fiJF). (2.5)

Further, since £,* has the same properties as £, we find, if v admits £„, that

||Vt;||2 + (K - \)\\vf + \\v\\2r + I 2 ekl(vKl)2

<C(\\L*V\\2„X + ||/3*K||2+||5'*K||2), (2.6)

with some fixed C > 0, provided K > 0 is sufficiently large.

From (1.15), (2.5), (2.6), and a standard application of the Riesz representation

theorem shows that if (f,g,h)E %*, then there exists a weak solution U =

(u, U, m8) G %, with « G //}(ß), of the problem

lU = (f,g,h); (2.7)

in particular, if v E C^(ß), then

(/, v)a + ( g, v)r + (h, v)r. = (u, L* V)Q + (Ü, B* V)T + («*, B'* V)r. (2.8)

We shall say that if U = (u, ¿7, w*) G % satisfies (2.8), then U admits the weak

extension £u of £, and set £w Í/ = (/, g, h). Thus we have proved

Theorem 2.1. Under hypotheses (1.2), (1.3), (1.11) a«</ (112), if K is sufficiently

large, that solutions v G C^(ß) n H\_ of the adjoint problem £q(v, vr, vr«) = F*

satisfy (2.6), then the boundary value problem

£u/7= F E%*

has a solution U = (u, û, u*) G DC, i.e., U satisfies (2.8).

Remark 2.1. We can widen the data space slightly, as follows. For functions E

defined on r*, set

||£||:=||£XA       * -±1/2,
where Ee is the even extension of E to RN + M~'. Set

m -m2 V m      M2 n    ii2 V1 n      n2
ll"IUr) = 2, KL-     U\Ud = z \\gk\\s>

and let HS(T) be the closure of ß°°(r) with respect to the norm || ||j(r). Using

||«||i/2(d < c||m||1(Q),

(u,g) < inf(||w||1/2(r)||g||_,/2(r), ||M||-i/2(r)||g||i/2(r)),

we see that for a slightly different class of problems, we can admit data g G
H'X/2(T).
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3. Bounded solutions. Here we make additional assumptions which imply that

smooth solutions satisfy a maximum principle. In particular, we require that there

exist positive constants ^ + , ^0, $„, c0, cx, such that

(a) ^+ > M*) >%>0,       k=\,...,N,

(b) c(x) > c0 > 0, ( ' '

where c(x) is the zeroth order term in L, and we require that at each point of

T — T", some linear combination of the associated boundary operators Bk has the

form

2 ukBk = C(x)- V+*(*),

where

(c) 2KI<¿i> (3 j.

(d) ^ > 4

and C(x) either points from x into ß or vanishes.

Let Mp Mg and Mh denote the maximum values of \f\, \g\ and of \h\, which we

assume are finite. Then solutions u G Q2 of the boundary value problem (1.4), (1.6)

which tend to zero at infinity satisfy the maximum principle

|u\ < max(^0-lMg, c¿2Mf, ¿¿lcxMg, c2Mh), (3.2)

where c2 = max(\cJk + ckj\~l), except that c2Mk is defined as zero if Mk = 0.

We can prove the existence of solutions satisfying (3.2) under additional hy-

potheses, as described in Theorem 3.1 and in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below; these

hypotheses ensure the existence of smooth approximating problems.

Theorem 3.1. Assume (3.1). Suppose that all boundary conditions are of the forms

(1.6)(a), (b), or that all have the form (1.6)(c). In the latter case, we impose the

following further conditions :

(1) T" = 0.
(2) There exists Cqq > 0 such that in a Cqq-neighborhood of each TJk, cjkckJ < — Cqq,

and such that in Tk, Cq¿' > \Ck\ > Cqq, k = 1, . . . , A, with Ck- V= 2r ckrdr.

(3) There exist convex regions of £F D ß, 1 > e > 0, with smooth boundaries Te

and there exist nondegenerate smooth vector fields C on V such that:

(a) ßE \ ß as e \ 0.

(b) The set

Tej = Tj - eej + eNej

is contained in P, where ej is the vector whose kth component equals 1 — 8Jk if k < A,

and zero otherwise.

(c) The principal curvature of Ve is bounded by (Cqqe)-1, 0 < e < 1.

(d) Define r3 = T, T° = r,., S0 = IJ 0<e<i Te\ U k¥=J TJk, and C(x) = C'(x) if

x G re; on S0, we require that C G G1.

(e) There are parametrizations <>e: RN+M~l -^ p of Ve (e > 0), functions f:

P -> R, ande0 > 0, such that f G G1 if e > 0, c^ <fc < c^1, and such that
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(i)  3,*«   =   (fC)   "   +',
(ü) cM < IIA < Cqq ,  w/We \J+.\\  is  the ratio w£/w* = \d<p/d(s, z)\  of the

volume form on P to its pullback to R
N + M-l

via <t>,

(iii) The function í>: (s, z, e) -+<(>'(s, z), is continuous in RN+M ' x [0, e0), and is

differentiate in (RN+M~l X [0, l)H^'(ljr;t) X {0}).

Under the above assumptions, if ¥0 is sufficiently large, the boundary value problem

(1.4), (1.6) has a unique bounded weak solution (u, uT, ur) whenever the data f g

belong to Lx n L2.

Before proving Theorem 3.1, we shall describe two situations where the

boundary conditions are of type (1.6)(c) and where the hypotheses can be verified:

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, except

that condition (3) is replaced by :

(3') There exists a parametrization 4>: RN + M~l _>r of T, satisfying the following

conditions :

(a) <f> is piecewise smooth, and is smooth except along the preimage of U T&.

(b) With (s, z) coordinates of RN+M~l as before, we require that ds<f> = Ck ° <f>for

(s, z) G 4>-\Tk), k = 1, ..., A.

(c) Define the formal matrix

'♦-

9<|>1/35

d<j>x/dzx

d<t>x/dzN+M_2

e2

3<#>2/3j

9<#>2/9z,

CN+M

^n+m/üs

9<tV+a//9¿,

^n+m/^n+i

and set

\\jJ = \detJ^\ = \d<t>/ds X 9<¡>/9z X • • • xd<¡>/dzN+M_2\=\d<t>/d(s,z)\.

We require that in a cœ neighborhood of any point in RN+M~xt every convex

combination G (J^) of values of J^ satisfies

(2c00)-,>||dete(^)||>2c( oo-

Then condition (3) is also satisfied.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, except

that condition (3) is replaced by :

(3") We shall say that Cj < Ck if cjk < 0 and ckJ > 0 along TJk. Suppose that the

Cj's are ordered by < , in that Cj < Ck < C, implies that Cj < C,. Suppose that on

each T , at least one coefficient cJk never vanishes (1 <_/<A, 1 < k < A + M ), and

that all of the coefficients of the Cfs are constant outside of some sphere, say,

\x\ > Cqo'. Finally suppose that the Cfs are in, say, G3.

Then condition (3) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied.
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Before proving Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we give a simple example of a vector

field satisfying (3"). Let v be any vector in RN+M, all of whose first A components

are positive, and let Z be the hyperplane {x: vx = 0). Define p to be the

orthogonal projection on Z, and define p. to be the restriction of p to I\. Let w be

any vector in Z which does not lie in the tangent plane of any pTJk. Then the

vectors

Cf =\pr1w\~1pj-lw   onT,

are ordered by < . We set Cj = e-Cf, where the e,'s are positive numbers such that

ek < £j whenever C, -< Ck.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let p: RN+M~l -* R+ be a C0°° function with total

weight 1 and support in the unit ball:

fp(y) dy=\,    ¡x(y) > 0,    ß(y) = 0    if \y\ > 1,

and let

Pe(y) = el-"-Ntiy/*),     0<e.

Then the convolution operator Me = p.* is a standard mollifier.

Now we can define «f?" by

<t>y = (Me<t>)y - N]/2ee(N\

where eiN) is the vector whose first A components are 1 and whose remaining

components are zero. Then P = <¡>'RN+M~l, and we can define the vector field C

on re by setting

C(x) = Me(C ° *)!,_(,.)-•„ (3.3)

where C is defined to equal Cj on T-, y = 1, . . . , A. Because C = 3^ (condition

(3')(b)), and because 3/3i commutes with Me, we have C ° <> = Meds<¡> = dsM¿^> =

9>£.

Hence functions Fon RN+M satisfy

9(F°$) = ((Ce- V)F) o^,

and C is tangent to P and satisfies (3)(e)(i). The remaining hypotheses of Theorem

3.1 follow easily from well-known properties of the mollifiers Mt.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Without loss, assume that the ordering given by -< is

the natural one: C < Ck if j < k. As above, define the field C on T by setting

C = C7 on r,. The hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 imply that T is covered by integral

curves of C originating in Tx, traversing no r, more than once, and ending in Tn.

Because some Cjk is bounded away from zero on each r,, and because of the

ordering of the C,'s, we have

Lemma 3.1. (a) The lengths of the parts in \x\ < c^1 of the integral curves of the

field C, are uniformly bounded.

(b) Every integral curve x(t) of the field C (3,tc = C(x)), satisfies

x(t) G T.,        d.x(t) =       lim      Cx(x),
|x|-»oo,xer

if t is sufficiently large negative.
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With e(N) as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, let Z be the hyperplane {x:

x ■ e(A,) = 0}, let p denote orthogonal projection from T onto Z, and let v:

rN+m-i _^ z be an orthogonal linear map. Define f: RN+M-¡ _>r by £ = p~lv,

define £,, e > 0, by

Ur) - (M€/(„+Af_1)?)W - «**>,    y g ji*+"-«,

and set P = £/c" + "_ '. For x E P, define

Q(x) = MC(C ° nU-ft-fe (3.4)

and define C'(x) as the projection of Q(*) along e(A,) on rx(P):

C«(*) = Q(x) - (e^-n(x)yl(Q(x) ■ n(x))e^\

where n(x) is the interior unit normal to P at x.

That the fields Cc satisfy condition (3)(d) of Theorem 3.1 and are smooth and

nondegenerate, and that their integral curves are perturbations of those of C

(C = Ck on T^) follows easily from

Lemma 3.2. For all 80 > 0, 1 < j < k < A, let tj*° denote the S0-neighborhood of

r,*:

vJk°={x:\x-TJk\<80).

Then there exists 8 > 0 i«c/i //W
.v«(a)(i) ifx G t,™ n INT,, /Ae« c^ < - 5,

(ü)i/xeT^«nr\rfc>ciy>8,

(b) ifx G F n vfk, then

(Q(x))k - (Q(x))j s C¿(x) ■ eJk > 8, ejk  — ek        ej>

(note that ejk lies in Z),

(c) if x E r,^, then \C'(x)\ > 8,

(d) the integral curves of the field C'(x) on P are the projections along e(S) on P of

the integral curves of the projections along e(N) on Z of the field C$(x),

(e) C ° <t>c is in e1(loc) as a function of (s, z, e) in RN+M-1 X R + \$ _IP X {0},

and is uniformly bounded,

(f) C ° <be is uniformly in 61 in U e>0 ̂ T^o» and C* (i uniformly in Gl in S0.

Proof, (a) is a consequence of the ordering of the C,'s and of their uniform

continuity, (b) follows from (a) and from the fact that Cq(x) is a convex combina-

tion of values of C(x) in \JJk t]jks n I\ (c) follows from (b) and from the fact that

Cq(x) is the orthogonal projection of Ce(x) on Z, (d) is obvious, (e) depends on a

straightforward (omitted) calculation using the nature of the construction and the

properties of mollifiers, and (f) depends on the properties of mollifiers and on the

fact that in constructing C, only the values of C on a single I\ and a single

invertible linear map pe are involved.

There remains to parametrize P, 0 < e < e0, with T° = T. Let wx =

nm\x\^,x xer¡ Cx(x), and let Wx be the hyperplane

Wx = {x: xx = 0, x ■ wx = 0}.
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Let px: RN+M 2—> Wx be an orthogonal linear map. Along integral curves of the

field C, we require

lim   (s(x) - x• w., z(x) - P]-\x + ee(Ar))) = 0,

together with the conditions

(f)H(jc)-(j(4:(4     xer,

W>0 = C'(y),       y E ft*-*"»;

this parametrizes P as required. In particular, P = range <j>" because the maps <be,

0 < e < e0, are homotopic to <J>0. Proposition 3.2 is proved.

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider first boundary conditions of the form (1.6)(c).

It is convenient to define sets

Sk =  U (Tk + A(e(A,) - 2ek)),       k=\,...,N,

s0 = U sk,  r° = i>s0.

Extend the functions ^k, k = 1, . . . , A, smoothly to the complement ßc of ß, in

such a way that (3.1)(a) continues to hold, and such that

<fk(x - \ek) = %(x),       A > 0, x E Tk,

and let ^(x) denote the vector (^,, . . . , "ifN). We extend the data/and g similarly,

/ so as to be in L2(ße) n LX(Q?) n C(ße), e > 0, sup |/| < Mf, and g to be in

¿2(1") n ¿Jff) n S(P), e > 0, with

g(x - Xek) = g(x),        X > 0, x E Tk, sup \g\ < Mg.

Let «e be the solution of the boundary value problem

Lue=f   inße, (4.1a)e

with boundary condition

w£=0   onP (4.1b)e

if the original boundary condition was (1.6)(a), or else

Dut = r(x)(C\x) ■ VK + (<f(x) ■ n)uE + g,        xE Te, (4.1c)£

where n is the inner normal to P,

D = 2 ajknkaj + «o*«*'
J,k

and r(x) > 0 is a piecewise smooth scale function to be chosen. For simplicity, we

adopt the notation dsF for ds(F ° </>).

With boundary conditions of the type (1.6)(a) or (1.6)(b), the existence of ut is

well known. With boundary condition (1.6)(c), we shall derive an a priori inequal-

ity, from which unique existence follows. In particular, integration by parts leads to

the identity

(«..Ar = <««. "e V) + ("e- [*(*) • » + >-(x)C\x) ■ V]«t)r. (4.2)
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The boundary form on the right-hand side of (4.2) will be uniformly positive as

e \ 0 for ^o sufficiently large positive provided the form

(Me,(K*)Ce(x)-VK)P (4.3)

is bounded below uniformly in e for small positive e.

Let us rewrite (4.3) as

fu?iïJ.(d.H.) ds dz, (4.4)

where

and where we use the general notation F* to denote F ° <¡>e or Fe ° <i>e, and

Je = \d<f>e\/\ds dz\. Now (4.3) is bounded below by

inf [-ids(rrl)Jt-l]\\u\\U (4.5)

where there is no danger of ambiguity, we shall write J for JE. To ensure that ue

approximately satisfies the proper boundary condition, we require r = 1 on S0.

Because of hypothesis (2), one vector of the pair Cj, Ck points into TJk along TJk,

and one points out: say, C} points into TJk from Tj, and Ck points into Tk from TJk,

i.e. cJk < 0 and ckj > 0. Since T" = <¡>, cJk + ckj < 0 uniformly along TJk. Along TJk,

we have

Jk/Jj=\ckj/cjk\, (4-6)

where Jj is the restriction to Tj of /IC,!/^«^. Hence Je decreases as we follow an

integral curve 5 of the field Ce in P\ U H- Therefore we can choose re to be

piecewise smooth, identically 1 in U H, r > r0 > 0, say, and such that r'(Je ° <¡>~l)

decreases monotically along í.

Since the term in brackets in (4.5) is nonnegative along P\ U Tj and is

uniformly bounded elsewhere, (4.3) is bounded, as desired.

Since the we's are uniformly bounded in H1 n L«,, we can choose a sequence

e \0 such that the restrictions uJ of ue to ß converge weakly in //' to a limit

m G H ' n Lx, and such that the boundary values of u on P converge weakly to

u\T in the sense that

«,|r^.-«r.    ",lr/n(r,-e„)^Mrt-

Clearly, u is bounded and satisfies (3.2).

We want to show that u satisfies (1.6). Since u' is a weak solution, we have, with

anyt? G C¿°(RN+M),

U, v)m - (V L*v)œ - ( g, v)„ = - («v B^v)n, (4.7)

where B* — D is the L2(P) adjoint of B — D. As j —> oo, the terms on the

left-hand side of (4.7) tend to

(/. v)a - (u, L*v)a - (g, v)r.
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The term on the right-hand side of (4.7) tends to — (u, B*v)r + £, where

£ = lim   f uR^vdS. (4.8)

The measure m(T^ n supp v) is 0 (e), e \ 0. Since u  is bounded, we find that

£ = lim   f uJs(rJ\C'\)J-lvdS. (4.9)
e—»0   ^Y0

Forz G RN+M-\ define

Pz =  (J *.(*, «).
se*

and for x G F,, set ur.(*) = v(x') where x'(*) is the closest point in P to rf n P2.

Since vr(x) — u(x) = 0(e) for x G T£, and since u is bounded uniformly in j, we

see from (4.7) that £ is a linear functional on vr in L,(r'). Hence £ can be

represented as

(urB'*vdS, (4.10)
Jr

with ur E LX(V).

To show that ur E L2(T'), we rewrite (4.9) as

£ = lim   fdz\v(z)f       u.dJrJ\C'\)J-lds\ (4.11)

where u(z) = ur(jc), tc any point on T° n T'. By Schwarz' inequality,

|£|2 < limi J dz(\v2(z)\)f^Jd,(rJ\C'\)J-lds

xf\f\^\\(rJ\Cc\)ds dz. (4.12)

In (4.12), the integral / ds(rJ\C'\)J ' ds is bounded. Further, because of the

negativity of the term

-^(r/IC'l)/-1

occurring in (4.5), we deduce from (4.2) by a slight modification of our previous

argument that in fact the integral in square brackets on the right-hand side of (4.12)

converges and is bounded independently of e as e \, 0. Thus £ can be estimated by

2ds,

and hence is a bounded linear functional of v in L2(P). Since B'* has a bounded

inverse on I", it follows that ur, as defined by (4.10), is in L2(P).

In case the boundary conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet (1.6)(a) on some

sides and Neumann or Robin (1.6)(b) on others, the only significant new problem

is to define the boundary condition properly on P. Let a be the set of integers y

such that foTj G a, the boundary condition is ue = 0, and let ß be the complement
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of a in {1, . . . , A}. On P, define

sin2 9 = 2 n2,       cos2 9=1- sin2 9,
jea

and let the boundary condition for ue be

[(cos2 9)D + sin2 9 - ^(x) ■ n cos2 9]ue = g,

where for simplicity we first approximate g by a smooth function which vanishes

on the curved part of P. The approximating problems have smooth weak solutions

which must therefore satisfy the maximum principle uniformly. Convergence as

e —> 0 follows essentially as above, and we omit details.

Having proved the existence of a bounded weak solution, we turn to the question

of uniqueness. We want to show that any weak solution U = (u, uT, ur) of the

homogeneous boundary value problem with u, uT and ur bounded, is identically

zero. Suppose that U is such a solution, and let ßf, Tf, r*°, r¡^, T?+ and F/> be

the sets

ßf = ß\{jc: d(x, Uj+k TJk) > e, |x| < 8},

Tse = 9ßf,

rf.o = rf\r\{x: |*| - «},
Ft* = 9rf° n {x: d(x, TJk) = e, d(x, T,) > 2e} n Tpj, k, /distinct,

rf- = 9rf-0xuy#,rfM,
reÄ> = p; n {x: |x|- 8}.

Since u is smooth in a neighborhood of ßf, we have the following analogue of

(1.10):

<", «>i(8f) + 2("> <í>*«)rtnrf -^   2   K> <*/"*)r{t,
Z    k¥-l

k,KN

= 0(f   |M|2í¿y + fini \Vu\dS + f    \u\2ds), (4.13)

with dS and ¿fc Lebesgue measure on the appropriate sets.

With {e.} a sequence such that e, \ 0 and

lim e,f \Vu\2dS = 0, (4.14)
9       if

and with (4.13), denoting (4.13) with t, for e, we find that since

m(Tf°) + m(rf+) = 0(e),

the first and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.13)y tend to zero as y —► oo.

Let Vff be the function on Tkl defined as

Vkf(x) = uk(x + se,) - u,(x + eek)

with ek and e, the /cth and /th standard unit vectors. Since

Vif(x) = uk(x + ee,) + [w/\u d9
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where tan 9 = xk/x„ we see from (4.14) that

lim Wïff = 0.
y-.oo

Hence, with error tending to zero asy —» oo, we can replace the sum

2 ("*. cktuk)vik,
k+l

in (4.13) with the sum

2 2 («*(• + <*/)(% + c,k)uk(- + ee,))Tki. (4.15)

Now (4.15) is nonpositive, so that lettingy —» oo, we find

H.(tf) + 2(", **"W = G(/r(8)l"l lV"l ds\ <4-16)

with ßs, rs and T(S) the limits as e -> 0 of flf, Fj and P/>.

With (1.13) replaced by the estimate

||w||rtnr» < ^t||«||n» + Mk^kuù + H|r<s>,

we find as an analogue of (1.14) the estimate

I^hIIb. +\\u\Ù <cf   \u\ |V«| dS. (4.17)
yr(i)'

Now let 8 —> oo through a sequence on which the right-hand side of (4.17) tends to

zero, as is possible since u E Hl. In the limit, we find u = 0, as claimed. Theorem

3.1 is proved.

5. Uniqueness of the weak solution. We have been able to prove uniqueness in

case the coefficients have a translation invariance property along edges, or if the

boundary condition is Dirichlet except possibly on one face. Our result is contained

in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 below.

Theorem 5.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, that all boundary conditions

are of type (1.6)(c), and that either N = 2 or the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold.

Assume that there exists e0 > 0 such that \cJk + ckJ\ > e0 along Tjk, j ¥" k. Finally,

assume that along each Tjk, all coefficients arj, ark are independent of xfk if r > 0, and

that there exists X G G2(RM+N) such that along each TJk, the coefficients in XBj and

in XBk of dj and of dk have gradients which are independent of xjk and which are

orthogonal to Tjk. Then the weak operator Hw: % —> %* is bijective.

Note that the condition \cJk + ckJ\ > e0 ensures that weak solutions have (weak)

edge values in L2, and that we have the maximum principle and the existence of

bounded solutions when A > 2.

Theorem 5.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, and that there is at most one

face on which the boundary condition is not of type (1.6)(a), i.e., homogeneous

Dirichlet. Then the operator £w: % —* %* is bijective.
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Remark. The case where all boundary conditions are of type (1.6)(b) (Neumann

or Robin) depends on the construction given in [5], and we postpone its discussion

till that point (cf. [5, Corollary 10.3 and Remark 10.2]).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. That R(£w) = DC* is asserted in Theorem 2.1.

Let us consider uniqueness. Corresponding to the boundary value problem (1.1),

(1.6) are weak and strong extensions £„, and £,, defined in the obvious way (£, is

the closure in the graph norm of £). The uniqueness of weak solutions follows

immediately from the identity

£„ = e>, (5.1)

which we now prove.

Proof of (5.1). The problem can be localized by using a partition of unity, say

of Gárding type:

" = 2 ",.    »j = *,«>    2 */ = 1,    4>j G C°°(Ö),

so there is no loss in assuming that u has small support; outside of supp u, the

domain and operator may be modified at will, e.g. to ensure that the coefficients of

L are nearly constant and in fact are constant outside of a small region. Assume

this to have been done as needed.

In the cases A = 0, A = 1, it is well known that £w and £,* are bijective. Since

the range R(£s) is closed, either it is all of DC*, or there is an element V =£ {0, 0, 0}

in H - '(ß) X L2(T) X L2(T") which is L2-orthogonal to R(ts), i.e. £* V = 0. But

this contradicts the bijectivity of £*.

We shall prove £w = £, next with A = 2, and then use induction on A for

A > 2. Note that we can prove (5.1) either by showing directly that £„, and £*

have trivial kernels, as we shall do in some steps, or because £w has a dissipative

adjoint, namely £/, by showing that £* has a dense range. Since tw = ts is

equivalent with £* = £/, it suffices to show that the range R(ts) is dense, as we

shall do in the other steps (in any case, the proofs for £ and £ * are identical).

The case A = 2 is the more delicate one, and is the only case where our

assumptions of translation invariance along edges enters. The proof when A = 2 is

divided into four steps. First we treat the case when M = 0; then we permit M > 0

but demand that the hypotheses of translation invariance hold everywhere rather

than just along the edge. The relaxation of this condition away from the edge is

done in stages-first the boundary condition is allowed to vary, and then the

equation as well.

Step 1. M = 0, A = 2. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1. Let A = 2 and M = 0, and suppose that U = (u, uv, ur.) G €>(£„,).

With ex = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1), define for e > 0,

"W = (Ci2 + C2ir'[ci2"i(e) + c2Xu2(e)], (5.2)

"(e) = "i(«) - "2(e)> (5-3)

P = {x: xx + x2 = e, x, > 0, x2 > 0}. (5.4)
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Then there is a special sequence e \ 0 such that

lim    f (\u\2 + ei\Vu\2)ds = 0, (5.5)
y-»«>  ./rV y '

lim  w[e) = uX2, (5.6)
y-»oo     '

lim  «(e) = 0, (5.7)
y-»a>      J

lim   «i(e-) = lim  w2(e,) = ux2, (5.8)
7—»oo 7—»oo

lim
y-»oo

1 f m2 <fc < oo. (5.9)

Proof. Note that (5.5) holds for almost all e > 0; this follows directly from the

fact that u E Hl(Q), and (5.8) follows from (5.6) and (5.7). Note also that if t > 0,

then u(te2) = ux(t), and u(tex) = u2(t). Define

ß£ = ß\{x: xx + x2 <e).

Since U E 6D(£J) locally, away from the origin, u satisfies the analogues of (1.10)

and (1.15) in ß£, and U satisfies the analogue of (2.2) in ß£, with v any test

function. Except for terms that obviously tend to zero as ey \ 0 along a special

sequence, the difference between (2.2) and its analogue in ß£ (with no special

boundary conditions substituted along P) is just

(cx2 + c2x)uX2vX2 - c12w,(e)t;(0, e)

- c2Xu2(e)v(e, 0) - f (uD„v - vD„u) ds, (5.10)

with Dv the conormal derivative along P. Choosing v = 1 in a neighborhood of the

origin, we find

lim (c12 + c2X)(uX2 - », ,) + f D„u ds = 0. (5.11)

We estimate

f D„uds2 <eV2  f \D„u\2ds,

which tends to zero because of (5.5). Since c12 + c21 =£ 0, this implies (4.6). Now

represent u(e) as

1
"i.l = f(32-3,)"*; (5.12)

Jr*V2 •/p

application of Schwarz' inequality and (5.5) to (5.12) yields (5.7).

To prove (5.9), let us represent u along P as

u(xx, e - xx) = i/,(e) +J    (3, — 92)w(/, e — t)- t)dt

def
= ux(e) + «<2». (5.13)
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Because of (5.8), u2(ej) is uniformly bounded as y —» oo, and hence

f |u,(e)|2^ = 0(e,). (5.14)

Moreover,

\um(xx, e - xx)\2 < VI e f |V«|2 ifc,        0 < xx < e,

so that, by (4.5),

f |«(2)(^)|2 ds <V2e2f IVi/l2 ¿s = 0(e,). (5.15)

Lemma 5.1 is proved.

We now claim that u satisfies (1.10), hence also (1.15), which implies (5.5). To see

it, consider, in ße, the analogue of (1.10), with boundary form along P given as

f uDru ds. (5.16)
Jjy

Because of (5.8), it suffices for our purpose to show that (5.16) tends to zero as

j -* oo, as follows easily from (5.5) and (5.9).

Step 2. "Cylindrical" problems. Here A = 2 and M > 0. We assume that all

coefficients arX, ar2, cX2, and c21 are independent of x3, . . . , xM+2. The problem is

reduced to the previous case by applying to the weak solution a mollifier in the

"cylindrical" variables x3, . . . , xM+2. Because of Step 1 and the properties of the

smoothing operator, the partially smoothed solution approximately solves the

original problem and permits formal integration by parts, thus satisfying the

analogue of (1.19). In the limit as the support of the mollifier shrinks to zero, we get

the uniqueness of the original weak solution, and, because the adjoint problem is of

the same type, (5.1). Details are left to the reader.

Step 3. More general boundary condition, A = 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of

Theorem 5.1 are satisfied with B = B0 + Bx, where L, B0, and B" together satisfy

the conditions of Step 2, and (B,)r = 2 bydj, / = 1,2, with by = 0 on T12 and

by EC1. Assume that the coefficients arX, ar2, cX2, and c2x, which in Step 2 were

assumed to be independent of xx2, are actually constant, along with a01 and aœ. As

is justified by the fact that (5.4) is a local question, we assume that Bx has small

support and coefficients bounded in C1, independent of the size of that support.

We shall prove the existence of strong solutions directly by construction; together

with the same result for the adjoint problem, this implies uniqueness for both, and

hence (5.1).

We construct strong solutions of the perturbed problem by iterations:

Lun + X=f,

B0u" + l = g - Bxu",

B"un + l = h,    M'=0, (5.17)
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where (u"+l, u£ + i, u£,+ 1) is a strong solution of (5.17). That strong solutions un+l

exist follows from the assumption that the problem (L, B0, B") falls under Step 2.

Denote the unperturbed and the perturbed problems by £qÍ7 < F and

(£r, + £,)i/ = F, and letpj denote projection on they'th component in DC,y = 1, 2,

i.e.,

px(u, uT, ur) = u,       p2(u, ur, ur) = uT.

Convergence of the iterations (5.17) to a strong solution of the perturbed problem

follows from the existence of an a priori estimate of the form

\\Bx(un+l - u")\\r < 9\\Bx(u" - M"-')||r,        9<\,

i.e.,

\\BxP2^\0, g, 0)||r < %||r,       g G L2(r). (5.18)

We shall apply a standard coercive estimate (cf. [1], [3]) for solutions of the

half-space problem, namely

\\w\\2^ < C(\\Lw\\a, +||73M||1/2(r) +|Mk). (5.19)

where ß' is a half space with boundary T, for functions w with support in a fixed

hemisphere. Because of the dissipative nature of our problem, the term ||w||B on the

right-hand side of (5.19) can be dropped.

Let A be the pseudo-differential operator in x\, given as

/ \'/2

A"    1-2   9/      •
\ 7>1 '

Because of the assumed partial translation invariance of L and of B0, both

operators approximately commute with powers of A, and (5.19) can easily be

converted to

HA-'Hka) < CfllA-'Z-Hia +|A-1fi0»v||1/2(r) +||w||r). (5.20)

Let us substitute in (5.20) the functions ut = $£w, 0 < e < 1, where í>£ is a

Q^(RM~2) function satisfying &e(x) = p(xx/e)p(x\) with p and p in Qg, p., p > 0,

supp ju = [j, 1], diam supp p = 1, and such that both p and p are positive on the

interior of their supports. Now if £„« = (0, g, 0), then

||A-'/2L^«|| < C(e"3/>|| + e-'/2||VM||) < Ce-3/2||g||, (5.21)

\\A-l/2B0Vu\\r < C\\g\\ (5.22)

with C > 0 independent of e. Thus (4.20) implies

||A-,/2^"||2(Si)<C1e-3/2||g||, (5.23)

with C, > 0 independent of e. Because of our hypothesis, the coefficients of Bx are

0 (e2) on supp <l>e, and hence

\\BxVu\\r¡ < C2e-l/2\\g'\\,        e^0. (5.24)

Thus if Bx has sufficiently small support, (5.18) obtains with 9 < 1.
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Step 4. A = 2, the general case. Here we hold B fixed and perturb L. Let

L = L0 + Lx, where (L0, B, B") satisfy the conditions of Step 3. We construct

strong solutions of the perturbed problem by the continuation method, using

successive iterative steps. Thus we need only show that the iterations ul = 0,

L0u"+l = / - Lxu",

Bu"+l = g,

B"un+i = h, (5.25)

converge when the coefficients of 3U and of 922 in Lx vanish along ri2 and all the

coefficients of L, are small with small support. In the present case, convergence of

the iterations (4.25) to a strong solution of the perturbed problem will follow from

an estimate of the form

\\Lx(u"+i - „")!_, < 9\\Lx(u" - W-l)\\_v (5.26)

i.e.,

\\Lxpx^l(w, 0.0)||_, <ö||w||_„       wEH~\Q), (5.26)'

with 9 < 1. By adding a large constant to L (which leaves (5.1) invariant), we find

from (1.19),

px^l(w, 0,0)^ <C°H i

where C° is arbitrarily close to C,1/2, and C, is the constant in (1.15). We want

therefore to show that if yS G G1, and if either ß = 0 on T, or if y, ory'2 > 2, then

ßdydj2:H\Ü)^H-^)

is a bounded operator with bound estimated by the C ' norm of ß. Since the /?'s we

will need support arbitrarily close to ri2, we can arrange uniformly for the G1 norm

of ß to be arbitrarily close to the maximum norm of |V/J|.

Because £<, is the strong operator, it will suffice to consider the effect of ß 3, 3,

on functions u E C^(R2+M). Now

||^3yi372M||_i = sup||ü||r,|(/33y,3y2".f)J-

If y, ory'2 > 2, we integrate the inner product by parts with respect to that variable,

and get the desired result immediately. Suppose y, < 2 and j2 < 2. Then an

integration by parts gives

( ß 97,972". »)a = - &«. \ ß»)a - (a,,«> ß>)rh- (5-27)

Here the first term on the right is bounded as desired. Let us consider the second

term. Without loss, suppose thaty2 = 1, and define

ß(,) = {x: xx > 0},    r(,) = {x: xx = 0},

and define Ee (E~) to be the even extension operators from L2(ß) (L2(r,)) to

L2(ß(1)) (L2(r(1))), and define E0 (E¿~) to be the corresponding null extension

operators, e.g.,

(Eeu)(xx, -x2, xç2) = u(x),       x G ß,

(E0u)(x) = 0,       x2< 0.
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Since Ee and ßE0 are bounded operators from H '(ß) to H '(ß1), we have, also using

the boundary condition ify, = 1,

||£e_9,1"ll-i/2(r<'))< c||"||i(S2)'

\\Ee~ßv\\i/20») < c\\v\\m. (5.28)

Because E0~ßv = 0 if x2 < 0 and because the shift operator is continuous in HXJ2,

(4.28) implies that the second term on the right in (4.27) equals (Ee~~d- u, E^ßv)x =0

and is estimated by c||H||,{a)||ü||1(B), as desired. This concludes the proof of (5.1)

when A = 2.

We turn to the case A = A0 > 2 and make the inductive hypothesis that (4.4)

holds with A = 2, 3, . . . , A0 - 1.

Let U = (u, ur, ur.) be the bounded solution constructed in §3, and suppose that

V = (v, vr, vr) E 4) (£*). Let p: R-> [0, 1] be smooth and satisfy

Í 1,     t > 1,

p(,)=\o,   t<l

and set pe(x) = p(e_1|x|), e > 0. By the inductive hypothesis, ptU G ^(E^) and

ptV E $)(£.*), since p£ vanishes near

def
T0=T n {x: xx = x2= ■ ■ ■ = xN = 0}.

As observed above, there is no loss in assuming that U has bounded support, in

which case the same can be assumed of V. Now

£>e U) = P££w U + [tw, p.] U, (5.29)

and, since T0 is a lower dimensional submanifold of P u T", we have

petw t/-> £w U   and   p£i/-> U,   as e \ 0.

Thus, by letting e \ 0 in (5.29), we shall have established

(twU, V) -(£/,£• V) = 0 (5.30)

once we show that

lim([£„,p£]i/, K)=0, (5.31)

and (5.30) implies that U lies in the domain of the adjoint £, of £,*.

There remains to prove (5.31). Write

[CP.]-   2  (5yP.)3y: + (7-pJ,
7>0

where 7" is a second order operator and the Sfs are first order operators. Then

([£„, Ps] U, V) = (\ 2 (SA)djU + (TPt)u\ v)
VLy>o J    /n

+ 2(2 %(9/P£)". u)   •
ft   W,t*: 'rt
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Integrating by parts, we can write this as

([£„, Pe]u, v) = (u,    - 2 (SjP.) + (TpM + 0((|Vp£| |«|, |t>|)r),        (5.32)

and (5.31) follows from (5.32) if we apply Schwarz' inequality to each term on the

right-hand side of (5.32) and use the boundedness of u together with the estimates

m(supp Vp£) = 0(e3)    in ß,

w(supp Vp£) = 0(e2)    inT,

^1=0(6-'),        |Wp£|=0(e-2),

and

•'en

\v\2dX = 0(e).
^suppiVp,)

The last estimate follows from the facts that v G 7/_1(ß), which implies

f      \v\2 dX/dxx < C||ü||,,       8 >0,

and that supp(2pe) C {x: 0 < xx < e}.

Sketch of proof of Theorem 5.2. As before, Theorem 2.1 asserts that R(tw) = DC*.

We shall show directly that £w is one-to-one; together with the same result for the

adjoint problem, this implies that Tw = Ts. The method is as follows. Approximate

the domain by domains ß£ = ß and which have piecewise planar boundaries, as

follows. Let Z be the set of A -I- M-tuples a whose components a, are 1 or 0, with

at least two entries equal to 1, and with a, = 0 if y > A. Let

ß£=   H  {xGß:xa>e},    T£ = 3ß£,    P? = IXre,
«£Z

and suppose that £w u = 0. Because u vanishes on at least A — 1 faces of T, we can

represent u on any planar component P/ of T£ as

u(x) = j dsu(x) ds,

with dsu some directional derivative within r£ of u, and where u vanishes at the

initial point of the integral. Thus we find

||w||rf < CellSjiillpo,

which implies

XuD„u
r?

< Ce||Vi/||i;, (5.33)

where Dv is the conormal derivative along T£. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we

conclude that since the right-hand side of (5.33) tends to zero with e, so does the

left-hand side, and hence that in the limit, formal integration by parts is justified,

i.e., u satisfies (1.19) and (1.20). Thus u = 0, as claimed.
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6. Extensions to L + X. In dealing with evolution equations, we shall want the

following 'complex' extension of most of the results of §§1-5.

Theorem 6.1. Let the hypotheses of any of Theorems 1.1, 2.1 or 5.1 hold. Consider

the same boundary value problem, but with L replaced by L + X, Im X > 0. Then,

with the following changes, the conclusion of the theorem remains valid:

(a) In (1.15), (1.16), and (2.6), K is replaced by K + Re X,

(b) In (2.8), the inner product is a complex one. We note the extended estimates by

(IA5)C, (I.\6)c and (2.6)c.

Sketch of proof. Denote the complex valued version of the above theorems by

Theorems l.lc, 2.1c, 5.1c. To prove Theorem l.lc, we repeat the proof of Theorem 1

using the real parts of complex inner products in place of real inner products. To

prove Theorem 2C we repeat the proof of Theorem 2, but with complex inner

products, and with K in (2.6) replaced by K + Re X. The proof of Theorem 5.1

remains the same, but the existence of strong solutions is derived from the result

for X = Aq real by the 'continuation' method, that is, by successive small perturba-

tions of X; at each step, the problem is solved by iterations of the form

(L - \y-s+l = (A, - K+i)"r's +f,       r = 0, 1, . . . , Q < oo, XQ = X.

II. Evolution equations

7. The parabolic case. For simplicity, we consider in this chapter only time

independent equations and boundary conditions. Let L, £, B, B", ß, T, T', T" be as

described in Chapter I, and assume the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1, 2.1 and 5.1.

Let ß + = R+ x ß have coordinates (f, x), t G R + , and let ß+ have boundary

3ß+ = r+ = r0+ u rx+,

where r,+ = R+ X T, T+ = {0} X ß, and let

P+ = /?+ XT',       P'+ = R+ XT".

Let ßfj be the restriction of £ to functions satisfying homogeneous boundary

conditions, with domain considered as the first component of Z)(£), i.e., Z)(£rj) C

L2(ß). As a consequence of Theorems (l.l)c, (2.1)c, (5.1)c, and in particular the

estimate (1.16)c, we have

Proposition 7.1. // Re A < K - K0, then the resolvent

Äx(£0) = (X - ßo)-'

satisfies the inequality

||Ä„(ßo)||< (K- K0-ReXy\ (7.1)

Consequently the operator

Ho,z   =   — "~0   _   Z

generates a strongly continuous semigroup of operators provided Re 2 < K — K0.
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The solution of the analogous inhomogeneous mixed problems

(9, + L)u= f   inß + ,

Bu = g   on T+,       B"u = h    on P'+,

u = u0   on r0+, (7.2)

can be shown to exist by an extension of the methods of Chapter I.

Integration by parts as in § 1 leads to the a priori estimates

||Vx«||2+ + (tf-l)||M||2. + \\u\\h

< Cx[Ç\\f(t, -)f_xm dt +||g||2Y +||/i||2»+ +||"o||r0+,       (1.15) +

\\u\\l+ < (K - K0)\\f\\l+. (1.16) +
Weak solutions are defined in the obvious way: if 9, + L = M and the corre-

sponding weak operator is denoted by "DIL^, then the domain of <DiTL£0 is L2(R + ; %),

and its range is L2(RX, DC*) X L2(Tq). The uniqueness of weak solutions is settled

by first smoothing in the t direction, with a shift:

"« = «"'//((' -?- 2e)/e)u(t', x) dt',

where j E C™(R), with range in R + , support in [-1, 1], and integral equal to 1. If u

vanishes for / < 0, so does ue, and thus, because of the translation invariance in t

of the differential operator and of the remaining boundary operators, ue approxi-

mates u in the graph form. Since w£ is smooth in the / direction, ue(t, •) admits £u

for all t; this reduces the problem to showing the validity of the energy estimates

for elements in the domain of £u. But this follows from the results of §§3 and 5.

8. The hyperbolic case; a priori estimate. The equation has the form

N + M

9H„ = -T*T +   2   afcxj + a0=f, (8.1)
7=1

where the afs satisfy the same conditions as in §1, except that they include

/-differentiations:

N+M

aj - «/o9, +   2   oiJk(x)dk + aj0(x),
k = \

N+M

t = 9, +    S    rk(x)dk + t0(x)
k = \

satisfies the same conditions as the a.-'s, /' > 0, and the vectors r, a, =

(t„ . . . , tn+m), (aJX, . . . , aJ{N + M)), j - I,..., N + M, are mutually orthogonal.

Note that all coefficients are assumed to be independent of /.

We assume further that 911 is hyperbolic with the hyperplanes {/) X RN+M

uniformly spacelike for t > 0, and that the time-reduced equation is uniformly

elliptic in ß + . For convenience, the hyperbolicity of <31t will be assumed in the

following form:
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Let t1, aj be the principal parts of r, a¡, a = 1, . . . , A + M. Then, the form

N+M
2 ^     I    .   |2

Q(t, x; dtu, Vxu) =\u,\2 +   2   I«,'"
7=1

N+M N+M
,2

-   2   r2\djU\2 + 2   2   «/o(9,«)(«»
7=1 7=1

is strictly and uniformly positive in ß+ :

Q(t, x, d,u, Vxu) > q0(\d,u\2 + \Vxu\2),        q0 > 0, q0 fixed.

Let ß7" = [0, T] X ß, Tr = [0, T] xr,r[= [O, T] x Tk, and Tjk = [0, T] X TJk,

T > 0, and let QT = {T) X ß, T G R. We derive an energy estimate for solutions

of the mixed problem for 91L by integrating by parts the form 2(3, u, ÇTLi/)ar, with

u E Q2(RN+M):

2(d,u, 9)lw)ar = 2   (d,u, duu)ar + 2 (9r"> «/«," + «o"V
I 7>0

-   9,"> ( 2 Ty3y)   2 ffiju]    - 2(3,u,  2 */3,3,m)
\ V>0 /    j>0 lar V y>0 Iqt

= f  9,   (u,, u,)a + 2 («,"> otju)a - 2 (Ty3/«, ^tOn    dt
Jo       I y>o y>0 >

+ 2    9,«, ( 2 9^9, - 2Ta:t - a0k)u)
k = l\ \j>0 I    ¡Tl

+  3,h, I 2 «yo«, - «oo)")
V       V7>o i  /In«

+ 2(9,«,  2 (9yT,.)a,w)     + («o(0)", ")sv
V 7>0 'or

Hence

k

2(3,«/, 91L«)0r = ö(i; «)|or + 2 (9,", Dku\,
7=1

where

+ Q°(t; u)\T0 + 2Í3,«, ( 2 3,-T,.kii) (8.2)
V V7>0 I /qt

Q(t; u)= f Q(t, x; 9,u, Vxu) dx,

Dk = 2 «,*«, - 2r/tT - «0*,
7>0

|2and |e°(i, «)| < C||ií||0|||VXi/tt||Qi> with C fixed and ||t/||2 = («, «)a.

We assign Cauchy data on ß0:

w(0, x) = u0(x),       9,m(0, x) = ux(x),
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and on each Tk, a boundary condition of one of the forms

(a) u, = 0,

(b) Dku = <fk(x)u, + vk(x)u - gk(x, t),

(c) Dku = Ckd,u + *k(x)d,u + vk(x)u - gk(x, t), (8.3)

where Ck is a tangential first order operator:

ck = c*o(*H + 2 cw(*)9,,
l¥-k

and <frk > 0; here ck0, ckl, ¥k, vk are all assumed to be in G\ uniformly in x. Along

r£ = U 7->0 Pj, 1 < j,k < A, we assume that cjk + ckJ is either identically zero,

or is bounded away from zero. Define

T+ =  U  {(t,x)ETpcjk + ckJ <0},

F+=  U  {(t,x)ET;k:cJk + ckj>0),

rv(D = r+ nrr        r»(T) = r*+ nrr

and let \cjk + ckJ\ >c+ > 0 on P+ n T" + . Along F'+ we assign

(cjk + ¿v)", = M*)- (8-4)

Substitution of the boundary condition (8.3) into (8.2) gives

k

2(9,", Mu)aT = Q(t; u% + 2 (9,«, ßku - g)Tk
7=1

+ Q°(tjU)\T0+ 2(3,«,  2(9,^)3,«)   , (8.5)
V 7>0 Jar

where

ßk = (Ck + ^(x))d, + vk(x), in the cases (8.3)(b),(c),

ßk = 0 for the boundary condition (8.3)(a).

Integration by parts gives

1.(0)
(9,m, ßku)Tk = (d,u, ykd,u)rr + {-{(d,u, ck0d,u)r^T) - (u„ ckfiu,)Tti

+ ("> "*")rMr) - (", "k"K(0)), (8-6)

where

Y* « % - \    2    (V«)    and    TkXl) = T¿ u3ß, (8.7)
L k¥=l>0

We add the assumptions

yk(x) > Yo > 0,       Yo fixed, (8.8)

if Yo = 0,       g = 0. (8.9)
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Let us substitute (8.6) into (8.5) and apply Schwarz' inequality on the left-hand

side of (8.5). The result can be written

Q(T; u) + (d,u, yd,u)rr + Q°(T; u)

+ K9,"' c*o9,")rMr) + K9,"' (ck, + %)3,K)r<r, + («, "ku)TkiT}

< C,(3,w, d,u)aT + C2(91tn, 9ílw)ar 4- e(3,w, d,u)rr

+ ei-1)(g,g)rr+ 0(0;«) + Q°(0;u)

+ K9r"> c*,o",)rt.(0) + ("' "ku)rHa> + |(3,«, h)T„iT), (g. io)

where y0 > e > 0 if y0 > 0, e = 0 if y0 = 0, and e*-0 = e- ' if e > 0, e(_1) = 0 if

e = 0. In the sequel, e will be held fixed.

Denote the left-hand side of (8.10) by Qq(T; u), and set

QeATju) = Qo(tj«) - e(9,"> 9r") + M". "K>     a e R.

Because of the estimate

iQ^T^l + l^^r^KeQi^^ + cê-^u)^,        0 < e < 1,  (8.11)

öeA is strictly positive for X sufficiently large, say, X > A0, in the sense that

ôe,x(7>) > <7i(9<M> 9<MV + ?2(vx", Vxu)qt

+ q3(d,u, 3(M)r(r, + <74(9,«, 9,M)rt(r), (8.12)

with qx, q2 and q4 > 0, and some q3 > e(l — e).

Because of (8.12) and the facts that

||"||nr-||"||n0 <||"||n'-+||9£"||ar,

and

(u, hu)T,. > c~\h,h)T»,

(8.10) implies also

QjiTju) < ß£,A(0; ii) + Ce\fTQCÁ(t; u) dt + Ce\ f %(/) dt,       (8.13)
•'o Jo

where

with/ = Mu, r; = r; n 9ß„ r; = r" n 9ß,.
Hence we can estimate by Gronwall's inequality

QeX(T; u) < (exp C^T){c2xfJ exp(- C,\r)9(r) dr + Qe¿(0; «)},

T > 0.     (8.14)
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with any a > - Ce\, multiply both sides of (8.14) by exp((-a - Ce\)T) dT, and

integrate from 0 to oo ; this leads to

C exp(- (a + Ct\)T)Qt¿T; u) dT

< * - 'C£2A { ß£,A(0; u) + jH exp(( - o - Ct\) T)<§( T) dT^.      (8.15)

Since the equation and boundary condition have real coefficients, and since QeX

is a real symmetric form, the inequalities (8.14) and (8.15) extend immediately to

complex valued u provided we redefine QeX and ?F with conjugate bilinear forms

replacing real quadratic forms. In the sequel we shall assume this has been done.

In summary, we have

Theorem 8.1. Let <3TL be a second order hyperbolic operator as described above.

Let u E Gl(RM+N+l) satisfy boundary condition along T+ and T" given by (8.3) and

(8.4), and assume that (8.1), (8.8) and (8.9) hold. Then u satisfies (8.14) with any

T > 0, and (S.15).

Remark. In the above analysis, we could have permitted Vj to depend on /,

y = 1, . . . , A; the only difference would be the appearance of an additional term

in the right-hand side of (8.10), namely

- 2 (", (9,^)")ri-
z  ft

Since this term can be estimated by C/J Q(f, u) dt, estimates of the form of (8.13)

and (8.14) would again hold.

9. The hyperbolic case. Existence of strong solutions.

Theorem 9.1. Let 91L be as in §8, and assume either that N = 2, or that for the

time reduced problem, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the equation (8.10)

with boundary conditions

(a) 9ILm =/   inü + ,

(b) u = 0orBu = g    onT + , (9.1)

(c) B"u = h    onT" + ,

with

B= -Dk + Q9, + *,9, + vk,       g = gk   on T¿,

B" = cJk + ckJ   onT"\

has a strong solution in satisfying (8.14) and (8.15) with f as given below equation

(8.13), provided (8.1), (8.8) and (8.9) hold, and provided the right-hand sides o/(8.14)

and (8.15) are finite. Here X, e, Ce\ and Ce2A depend on B and 91L, but are independent

ofu.

By a strong solution, we mean one which can be approximated in the graph

norm by functions us E cx(RN+M+i) such that for all T > 0, the restriction of

the support of us to [0, T] X RN+l is bounded.
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Proof. Abbreviate (9.1) as Tu = F. Since smooth data are dense, it suffices to

consider data in G^ and homogeneous initial conditions;

u(0, t) = 3,w(0, t) = 0.

We solve by taking a Fourier transformation in t:

(2ir)~l /      e-"Tû(t, ■) dt = û(t, ■),        Im t < 0,
'—00

where u has been extended to vanish for t > 0. This puts the problem (9.1) into the

form

9îlTû = F   inß,

BTû = g   on T,

B;'û = h    onT", (9.2)

where 9HT = e~"TMe',T; note that (9.2) is an elliptic problem. If Re t = 0, then

(9.2) is a problem of the type considered in §§1-5, except possibly for scalar

multiples in the leading terms of Br and of B". We abbreviate (9.2) as

Teu = FT,    FT = {/(t; -),g(r; ■), h(r; ■)}. (9.3)

With

Im t = o < min(0, C£'x/2), (9.4)

define

and note that

uT(t, -) = e"TM(T, •),

rief

e2°'Qt,Át;ua)=Qau(T,-). (a)

is independent of /, and

TuT(t; ■) = ei»TTû(r,). (b)

Let us apply the inequality (8.14) to the function ur with t in place of T, and let

t —* + oo. In the limit, using (a) and (b), we find

Ô.«(t, •) < C^iC^ + 2a)-'||JFT||2. (9.5)

On the other hand, because of Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 5.1, if a is sufficiently large

negative, say 0 < — \a0\, the equation

7> = F„

has a solution via satisfying 1.15 and, if applicable, (1.16). The identity of £w with

ts (Theorem 6.1) implies that via admits ts and satisfies (9.4). By the continuation

method, then, we can establish the existence of t/(T) for any t satisfying (9.4);

moreover, m(t) satisfies (9.5).

We claim that the inverse Fourier transform u of m(t) satisfies our problem:

u(t, ■)=fe«»+i°\ll + ia)(-)dp,

where a satisfies (9.4). That u(lk+¡aX satisfies the equation and boundary condition is

immediate. We need to verify that u has support in t > 0 and that u has zero
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Cauchy data. Clearly û(t) = m(t) is holomorphic in t for Im t < - \a0\. Because

j\Flí+io\2dp<j\F(t)\2dt

uniformly for a obeying (9.4), we conclude from (9.5) together with the one-sided

Paley-Wiener theorem that QtX(t; u) = 0 for / < 0. Finally, the smoothness of the

data implies that Q varies smoothly in /, so that Qe\(0; u) = 0, and hence u has

zero Cauchy data.

Remark. We might equally well have proceeded by constructing a weak solution

in {(t, x) Gß+: 0 < t < T) by variational methods as previously.
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